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ABSTRACT

Models are the main artifacts of the software development process which generally follows a model-based paradigm. Business process models and data models play an important role in building information systems and to represent the perspective on business knowledge and close depended on relations, which is important to be validated to maintain the fault free and quality software development. Therefore, the design relevant models are acts as the blueprints for the quality assurance in software development. In this paper, we propose an efficient design model validation (DMV) supported utilizing the prescribed "specification language" for the proclaiming construction of transformation attributes based on the invariants, pre and post-conditions for generating partial functions used can be transformed for testing evaluation. We broaden the utilize of specification languages for automatic creation of input test models. We also used the prototypes of the Eclipse plug-in to provide specifications and calculations of metrics in related to models supported by the Eclipse Modeling Framework.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Model transformation is a pillar of model-driven engineering (MDE), it must be expanded by means of the right engineering standards to ensure accuracy. However, generally of the model conversion technologies are now focused on implementation phase support, and there are few specifications for requirements, design, or conversion tests. The outcome, conversions are often hacked, manipulated, difficult to maintain, inaccurate, or buggy. There are many requirements modeling methods and requirements model validation methods, and other requirements modeling methods from dissimilar points of observation in software systems reflect dissimilar modeling conceptions.

The prerequisites modeling methods that are aggressively attracting much consideration in intellectual fields include "object-oriented methods", "side-oriented methods", "function-oriented methods", and "goal-oriented methods" [21]. Model verification supports are different for different demand models such as verification method supported on semantic analysis [1], verification method supported on the inference of state machine [2], verification method supported on ontology constraint [3], [4]. To resolve requirements validation issues from other ways to a certain extent. The concept of model-based software development is becoming additional popularity because it guarantees to improve the effectiveness and superiority of software development. It is prudent to solve artifact quality problems during early software development phases, such as the quality of the models you have already joined. In particular, in model-driven software development, models are the main artifacts in which overall software product quality assurance depends heavily on the quality assurance of the software model involved.

The quality of the software model consists of several dimensions. The paper considers a model quality assurance processes that focus on the syntactic dimensions of model quality. Syntax quality aspects are all aspects that can be found only in the model syntax. This includes, of course, not only stability with language syntax definitions [11] but also other aspects such as conceptual integrity using the same patterns and standards in comparable modeling situations and adherence to modeling rules specifically defined
for software projects. These quality aspects and other quality aspects are discussed in [1], for example, where authors propose taxonomies for software model quality.

The model-driven approach to software development and software development industry are acquisition increasing concentration. Traditional development techniques that tend to look on implementation, unlike the model-driven software development at all stages of the software development process, it focused on the use of models. As a result of these changes the way the software are designed and maintained, and the test has changed significantly. Model development supported on the "Unified Modeling Language" (UML) [8] and used in numerous researchers "state machine diagrams", "use case diagrams", and "sequence diagrams" as UML diagrams for using in test cases. The main improvements of this model are supported by testing techniques, software testing activities for the early stages of the development process moving and design test cases are self-determining of the specific design implementation to increase productivity and quality [4], [5].

Model transformations indicate how the elements of the source metamodel are transformed from the elements of the objective metamodel [13]. The source metamodel fully indicates the complete input model set, which is the input domain of the transformation. In this circumstance, the suggestion is to assess the suitability of the test model for the scope of the source metamodel. For example, a test model must instantiate everyone class and each relation in the source metamodel at the majority once. The following provides test compliance criteria supported on the scope of the source metamodel. We also examine the automated creation of test models that meet these principles [7].

In this paper, we deal with the problems by extending the domain functionality with a set of input test models from the transformation specification requirements. As a result, we guarantee the specification range of the specification. The input model is premeditated by means of the "SAT resolution technique" for the ATL expressions created in specification [9] and can be selected from a range of seven levels to achieve various levels of comprehensiveness when tested. The other part of the paper is structured as follows. Section-2 reconsider the related works which looking on to the existing advancement in the model transformation testing [18]. Afterward, Section-3 discuss the proposed framework for design model validation and the effectiveness of different coverage criteria and section-4 describes the experiment setup and results based on the certain level of specification coverage. Section-5 draws the conclusion and future prospects of the proposed works.

2. RELATED WORKS

Verification and validation are essential for software development. In the circumstance of model transformation, efforts aimed at verification and validation can be classified into three categories. (1) a work that can use formal languages to implement transformations to ensure or analyze transform belongings such as "termination" or "determinism" [14]; (2) Conversion to formal domain (iii) and transformation testing for analysis such as "Petri net", "Logical rewrite" [10], "Satisfaction (SAT) problem" [15]. The first two approaches can analyze common characteristics such as "termination, determinism, rule independence, rule applicability, or reachability of system state". This paper follows the third methodology, therefore we will rethink the work of model conversion testing, paying particular concentration to the "black box testing approach" because it is the extent of the work to be presented in this paper. There are three major problems in the model conversion test [16], as the creation of the input test model, description of the scope of the verification scope, and function creation.

2.1 Creation of Input models

Most of the work on dealing with input test model creation is for black box testing and simply takes into account the characteristics of the input metamodel but does not consider the source of the conversion. In the Fozr instance [20], the author performs an input metamodel and some typical coverage criteria, for example, the automatic creation of an input test model supported on the partitioning and number of classes of attribute values. Using this approach [23], the authors present experiments in which dissimilar input test sets are produced for diverse scheme and rules to obtain a score of variation in the range of 72-87%.
In [9], the creation of the input test model should be done by hand, using an imperative language with arbitrarily chosen attribute values and end-of-connection capabilities. The input model is handcrafted, but it is not necessary limitations of the literature and must comply with the simplified input metamodel. This is so-called sub-model alloys can be used for testing and has become a primary constraint to find a suitable meta model instances solver. Model fragments instead of this sub-model are used to cover some of the models and meta-model criteria, a similar approach is presented in [20].

2.2 Validation Coverage criteria

Nowadays "black box testing" approaches for model transformations do not take into account coverage criteria or support input metamodel coverage of attribute value, the number of related classes and associations, etc. [17]. The disadvantage of this operation is that some variant attributes that were not considered when testing the model (manual or automatic) may remain untested. In turn, the white box testing approach typically adopts a mixture of classic "white box coverage criteria" and "variant-specific test criteria" such as regulation coverage or decision-making criteria. For example, in [24], the author measures the range of determination of an input test set. Nevertheless, there is no arguments of the association among this coverage criterion and the efficiency of the test set.

2.3 Construction of functions

Distinguishes whole functions from partial functions with respect to the third task of the model conversion test. The former is defined as having an output model. For example, the test case for "C-SAW Conversion Language" [26] consists of an initial model and a supposed output model. The incomplete function represents the contract that the input and output models of the transformation must meet. The majority suggestions for incomplete functions utilize the "object constraint language" (OCL) to specify contracts [21]. The approach of [4], [19] is related to the philosophy of the "xUnit framework" and purposes can be particular as "OCL / EOL assertions". There are earlier approaches that allow specification of incomplete functions as "graph patterns" or "model fragments" [6]. In summarized, we can see that some conversion test approaches make available automated test carrying out, but do not manually maintain the input model creation and requirements manually [16]. The previous works look into the automatic creation of the input model but don't take into account the varying degrees of completeness for conversion properties or testing.

In this paper, we present an approach implementing specification-based conversion testing that automates the creation of input test models, functions and carrying out test scripts in the same transformation specification. As a prominent characteristic, you can use the produced model to test the relevant properties of the transformation. In addition, we describe a set of specification exposure condition to facilitate ever-increasing levels of thorough testing.

In this case, we aim to create a test model that guarantees the conversion requirements [12], the full metamodel coverage, i.e., the creation of all meta model illustrations of a definite range. Automated test case creation, as illustrated in this paper, which can also measure up to the technologies other than software testing, for example, "testing of executable language definitions" or a "grammar-based test method" [29].

3. FRAMEWORK FOR DESIGN MODEL VALIDATION

Figure 1 shows our work plan for the proposed Design Model Validation (DMV) approach. In the first action, the designer uses the "pattern-based model" versus the "model specification language" to specify the requirements of the transformation such as pre-requisites, post-conditions, and invariants. Developers are able to use this specification as a guideline to execute transformations utilizing their preferred language, such as "ATL" [27], "ETL" [28], and so on. In fact, with our familiarity, we have found that specifications and implementations are often iterative and sophisticated.
Starting with the specification, the conversion assessment can automatically create an absolute test suite that can be utilized straight to test the conversion execution. This test experiment suite consists of: (i) a set of input test models that encode invariants and assertions of requirements [7], (ii) a set of input test models that can test specific requirements, (iii) A test script that automates the transform implementation for each test model, uses the function to check the conformity of the results, and reports the errors found using the mtUnit engine [30].

Approximately, the guideline for creating the input test model transforms the conditional and invariant conditions into an "object-constrained language" (OCL) invariant. By combining these invariant conditions, the "Satisfaction" (SAT) solver [15] A model that contains a combination of attributes. How you combine multiple properties to find a model depends on the selected scope type.

Our approach for Design Model Validation having the following steps:

1. We translate the belongings of the standard in the form suitable for model possession,
2. As a result of a specific strategy for creating expressions that require the satisfaction of multiple attributes in the created model,
3. Use the restriction solver to uncover a model that meets all the reliability limitations of the input metamodel and the specific combination of attributes (depending on the selected coverage).

A. Translation of properties in the specification

As a first action, we translate the specification into a language that can automate model creation. In particular, if there are possible solvers to find a model that satisfies the OCL constraint set, OCL is used as the target language [22], so there is no necessitate to parse OCL formulas into other languages in the properties of the specification. Nevertheless, this is our special choice, and we can use the framework in different target languages whenever translations are provided in our specification language.

The specification includes "pre-requisites", "post-conditions", and "invariants", but merely the prerequisites and invariants enclosed the information that is useful in creating the input model. The post-condition describes the attributes of the output model and is used only for function creation, not for the input model.

An invariant expression represents a property of the formation when a specific source pattern appears in the input model, certain target patterns should appear or not appear in the output model. It is, therefore, importance to create an input model that contains an instance of the source pattern and test whether the conversion of this model actually produces an output model that contains the target pattern.

As in list-1 shows, the proposed expression transformed. It iterates through the objects in the resource graph of the most important limit on lines 1 to 3 and makes sure that the inactive source graph does not appear on lines 4 to 7. This
code is created for everyone deactivation condition. The function condition in related to the condition that the passed object must satisfy: the continuation of the link specified in the invariant, the inequality for the object of the same type, and the OCL shape, which examines all the terms of the invariant for the input element. Possible conditions of invariants are ignored because they are surrounded by invariants. Additionally, if the invariant is negative, the created representation is the equal, but the non-particle is not preceded because the constant source portion is still a positive value.

List-1: Outline for invariants

Often specifications include constant conditions with the same source and different targets. For example, Task 1 and Task 2 in Figure.1 utilized together with the tasks as sources. The previous indicates how to precisely interpret the job, and the latter identifies the wrong conversion. In this case, you can test the two invariants by creating an input model that contains the tasks. Therefore, duplicate source conditions, that is the same source of key constraints and inactive conditions) are removed from the created OCL representation set. Do not remove sub-assumptions so that size and context conditions test different models.

List-2: Expression for invariant Parallel Flow

For example, in the invariant ParallelFlow3 in Figure-2, and List-1 lines 1 through 7 in related to the encoding of the immutable source pattern, while lines 8 through 9 encode the inactive state.

List-2: Expression for invariant Parallel Flow
Finally, the prerequisite specifies the input model requirements for the transformation. That do not meet these prerequisites have to work a transformation of input samples appropriately. The validity of the transformation of the type of input is rarely achieved, but in the case of an external method or the transformation of the application is guaranteed. Therefore, it must meet all the prerequisites for the rule that adopts all of the specification created by the input models. To do this, we create constraints and create as prerequisite for input on the OCL constraint satisfaction model which was created to increase the input of all the models include an OCL constraint code is shown List-3. The availability of lines 2 through 4 are shown in this expression finds all occurrences of the condition of the occurrence of the primary constraint to each one of them. If there is no expression, the result expression is similar as the invariant expression, and if it is negative, the created appearance is displayed as a leading line by <not> as line-1 in list-3.

| 1  | < not > |
| 2  | < o1.type :: all-Instances() -> forall( o1 | . . .) |
| 3  | < o1.type :: all-Instances() -> forall( o1 | . . .) |
| 4  | conditions( o1, . . ., o1) |
| 5  | implies > ? |
| 6  | oj.type :: all-Instances() -> exists( oj | . . .) |
| 7  | ok.type :: all-Instances() -> exists( ok | . . .) |
| 8  | conditions( o1, . . ., o1, oj, . . ., ok) |
| 9  | < and not |
| 10 | o1.type :: all-Instances() -> exists( o1 | . . .) |
| 11 | om.type :: all-Instances() -> exists( om | . . .) |
| 12 | conditions( o1, . . ., o1, oj, . . ., ok, om, . . ., om) -> * . . . |

List-3: Outline for pre-conditions

In List-4, it demonstrates the OCL expression created from the prerequisite as represented in Figure-3. A "OneStartEvent" as in line-1, Multiple "StartEvents" as in line 3 to 5, and "PathsForFlow" on lines 7 to 13.

Figure. 3: Some preconditions of the transformation

| 1  | P(OneStartEvent) |
| 2  | e.outgoing.size()=1 |
| 3  | N(Multiple StartEvents) |
| 4  | P(Any Gateway) |

List-4: Phrases for pre-conditions in Figure. 3

It does not change the specification and post-conditions; we have created a series of claims that will serve as a test suite.

B. Coverage criteria for input model creation

It is a two-step process for model creation. First, identify the characteristics of each type of input
should be created for this type of an OCL expression. The criteria are based on the definitions of the scope of this specification. It is then formed with the input meta-model and the OCL constraint solver is an expression of the code provides a prerequisite. It tries a position to find the right model input enough to give expression OCL needs, and requirements metamodel integrity. For some phrases, it doesn't locate the model in the range specified. In this case, we may intend to expand the search or not to create the models for individual expression.

We categorize few levels of specification coverage for the created test set are increases in the range of exhaustively as, properties, close properties, and t-way closed. Attributes and t-way levels combine source models to create models that can test multiple invariants of specifications. The remaining levels create a model that does not involve the occurrence of a specific invariant.

- **Property coverage**: This is the most comprehensive coverage applicable when the specification's invariant is independent.

- **Closed property coverage**: This criterion is not included in the description of the appearance of some of the sources of change that extend the previous model by creating additional patterns. Interestingly, the change is consistent with the unchanging words of blank samples do not have to be original. Source model shows the result of some type but its absence does not change any result. However, in this way is even more interesting in the input model. The aim of the transformation is not a valid because the rest of the models and variables and post-conditions to yield the integrity of the sanctions should target metamodel.

- **t-way coverage**: Most errors are due to a number of factors or characteristics of software systems. These observations and t-wise testing [25] is a test case creation system which includes all of the possible combinations of t-attributes.

C. Apply of Constraint Solver to locate Models satisfaction

Some expressions created at the coverage level mentioned above may not be satisfactory, and if many combinations are not satisfactory for example, using a thorough strategy, the constraint solver consumes a lot of unnecessary runtimes. For this purpose, one general expression is formulated that covers how many invariants should be considered, and where some of them may be invalidated but not precisely specified. If the condition solver locates satisfactory tasks, then this tasks can infer from the constraint not only the model but also the invariant constructions considered in the invariant.

The solutions already found in the iterative execution can be found in all combinations or when the constraint solver is no longer satisfied until you cannot find it. It can then stop the search because it can not satisfy the other configuration. Table-1 shows a generalized representation of most of the coverage levels provided. It provides the generalized closed t-way coverage and closed combinations are moreover difficult to justify additional overhead.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coverage level</th>
<th>Generalised expression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Property</td>
<td>$\bigwedge_{j=1}^{n}(s_j \rightarrow i_j) \land vS = 1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closed property</td>
<td>$\bigwedge_{j=1}^{n}(s_j \rightarrow (p_j \leftrightarrow i_j)) \land vS = 1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t-way</td>
<td>$\bigwedge_{j=1}^{n} (s_j \rightarrow i_j) \land vS = 1$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Regardless of the assurance coverage we choose, the model of creation process has some configurable aspects or empirical methods that can influence the dimension and number of models created. For example, when seems for a model to test multiple invariants with non-empty intersections, we can consider different overlapping levels, from non-overlapping, as the source of invariant is segregated to maximum overlapping. Second, if the combination already exists in a previously created model for a more demanding or exhaustive test, we can skip a
model creation for a specific grouping of properties and minimize the range of the created test set.

4. EXPERIMENT EVALUATION

The proposed framework is implemented by Eclipse EMF tool supported for the model framework. This section describes some experiments to measure the efficiency of the input model created to detect conversion failures. Our goal is to identify coverage criteria that can detect a large computation mistakes with the little attempt, that is with a minute set of test data. In this experiment, we focused on two types of coverage such as property and 2-way. These are the effortless coverage criterion and accordingly, the most precious and smallest test dataset creation time. So it is interesting to know if the test suite created by even the simplest criteria can detect a large number of errors.

4.1 Setup

The test bed for the experiment is a series of "ATL model" conversions that consist of 120 lines of code conversion executed for the executing examples as well as presenting the variations of the ATL variants repository. Converts a class schema model into a relational model from the 107 line of database model and another from BibTeX are converted to an XML-based format for DocBook having a 261 line of codes [31].

Table-3: Input meta-models and its Quantity of specifications in the tested

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Input meta-model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#pre.</td>
<td>#inv.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b)</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Class-to-Relational, (b) BPMN-to-Petri nets, (c) BibTeX-to-DocBook

The specification of the executing illustration was written ahead of the implementation, but in the other case, the specification was written in the documentation provided in the ATL variants repository after implementation. This document contains a very detailed description of the natural language conversion rules that encode the pattern. Since we did not add anything that is not in the documentation to the statement, the completeness of the specification for the transformation at the ATL variants repository depends on the documentation available.

Table-3 collects the number of pre-conditions, post-conditions, and invariants of the final specification and the size of the input metamodel for every one case. The "BPMN metamodel" is the mainly difficult in expressions of the number of relationships among classes, but the class diagram meta model is effortless of the three with little relevance to the "BibTeX metamodel", but it uses inheritance profoundly.

4.2. Results

In the specification, we derived a set of tests for each scope type in the properties and 2-way. This experiment was performed on Intel Core i3 having 6 Gb RAM. The number displayed near the graphic line in related to the number of models created from the numeral models searched for a number of appearances, the solver does not find the explanation model in the specified range. In general, the more invariants the more models will be created, resulting in a longer time for creation. Nevertheless, the size of the input metamodel and the number of pre-conditions to be specified to have a great impact on the model search. That is why the time "BibTeX-DocBook" specification is shorter than the time of "BPMN-to-Petri". Even more than the previous specification invariants, input metamodel describes the size of more models is created. In the first case, a number of pre-conditions to solve each model is lesser than the each model search.
Figure 5 illustrates the median of the period it obtained for the tool to locate every tested model utilizing the attribute scope. We utilized metric values as a metric to reduce the consequence of anomalies. This median is 2.1 seconds for the Class-to-Relational specification, 2.65 seconds for the "BibTeX-DocBook", and 123 seconds for the "BPMN-Petri" network. As mentioned earlier, the variation in model creation time is mainly the size of the input metamodel and the number of prerequisites for the specification. For "BPMN-to-Petri", the highest creation period was 242.6 seconds at a time, 8 models were created in less than 9 s, and 5 models were created in 18 s.

Figure 6. Model Creation Time For 2-Way Coverage

The graph of Figure 6 illustrates the similar metric, but for "2-way coverage" model, the locator must believe an invariant pair. The differentiation in creation period with respect to attribute coverage can be ignored in the "Class-to-Relational" and "BibTeX-to-DocBook" specifications. In compare, the median value in our running example is more than the 2-way coverage that is 132.85 seconds in compared to 123.85 seconds. This indicates more model creation time having more models with more creation time. Because the results are similar, it does not display the closed variants of the real estate and the creation time for 2-ways coverage criteria.

Models created using our technique can detect unintentional errors in the transformation implementation, so it is useful even if you use the least comprehensive scope. It is also easy to create and can satisfy additional prerequisites conditions, that is if the model obeys the rules to the meta model and is required for conversion. In this regard, automatic model creation also facilitated to recognize the prerequisites of the input model. The input model is more accurate by checking the function more efficiently in software development.

5. CONCLUSION

The proposed design model validation aims to test the intent of the transformation and allows the created model to test the transformation properties of interest. In addition, models created with our technology to be liable to be smaller. This has the improvement that the analysis model is kept intentionally. This test model is created to test a specific combination of strain invariants to be examined more efficiently by the function. We performed several experiments to automatically create test suites from different variation standards based on various specification-based coverage standards and then measure the efficiency of the created tests.

In the future, we target to conduct more research with larger case studies to assess whether transformation scores are higher for test sets created utilizing dissimiliar coverage criteria in these cases. Beginning with the results of this experiment, we can outline to incorporate additional technologies for metamodel-based and white-box-based input model creation. Also one can implement the mechanisms to detect and remove duplicate models from the created test set in an enhanced works.
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